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VOCABULARY
Lateral Line: Pores attached to nerves that 

detect water disturbances.

Ampullae’s of Lorenzini: Pores that sense  

a living organism’s electromagnetic fields.

Placoid Scales or Denticles: Shark’s spiny 

skin. 

Countershading: Shading of upper half and 

lower half of the shark. 

Spiracles: Allows the shark to breathe with  

a closed mouth. 

Cloaca: Receives all products from the  

intestines, urinary, and genital ducts. 

Claspers: Male’s copulatory organs  

which allows fertilization. 

Liver: The largest organ in a sharks  

body used for buoyancy. 

SHARKS
All the creatures living under water have certain characteristics in common. They all need  

a wayto get oxygen. They all need to reproduce to make sure their species continues. They  

all need to eat to live. But each species also has special features which are unique.

Sharks have highly sensitive senses, a special liver which helps them to float, several rows  

of teeth, and eyes which aren’t so different from yours. Like rays, shark skeletons are made of 

cartilage. The fusiform shape of a shark is specially designed to help it navigate long distances 

and maneuver around its prey with ease. Its several pairs of fins help it navigate through the 

water, kind of like our legs get us humans around, and our arms help us keep our balance.

A shark has 5-7 pairs of gills on either side of its head, unlike other fish that only have one gill 

on each side. You probably breathe through your nose and mouth, but a shark only uses its 

nostrils for smelling. When people don’t want to be seen by their enemies they sometimes 

wear fatigue suits. Sharks are born with their own special coloring, known as countershading, 

to protect them from predators above and below them in the water.

 



 
SOME OF THE SHARKS YOU MAY SEE HERE AT RIPLEY’S AQUARIUM:

Bonnethead Sharks are often found in variety of places  
including the continental and insular shelves, on inshore and 
coastal areas, over mud and sand bottoms and on  
coral reefs.  

They often occur in shallow water including estuaries, shallow  
bays and over coral reefs.  They feed mainly on crustaceans, 
bivalves, octopi, and small fish. Bonnethead Sharks are  
viviparous, with 6 to 9 young per litter. Size at birth is about  
35 to 40 cm. 

Sand tiger sharks are brownish-gray with rust-colored  
spots on top and white underneath. Their name comes 
from their tendency toward shoreline habitats, and they  
are often seen trolling the ocean floor in the surf zone,  
very close to shore. Sand tigers are the only shark known  
to come to the surface and gulp air. They store the air in 
their stomachs, which allows them to float motionless  
in the water, seeking prey. 

They have a deceivingly ferocious look. They are 
large-bodied and display a mouthful of sharp teeth that 
protrude in all directions, even when the mouth is shut.  
Despite this, they are a docile, non-aggressive species, 
known to attack humans only when bothered first.

Sand Tiger

The origin of the name “nurse shark” is unclear. It may 
come from the sucking sound they make when hunting 

for prey in the sand, which vaguely resembles that of 
a nursing baby. Or it may derive from an archaic word, 

nusse, meaning cat shark. The most likely theory though 
is that the name comes from the Old English word for 

sea-floor shark: hurse.

Nurse sharks have very strong jaws filled with  
thousands of tiny, serrated teeth. They use their strong 

jaws to crush and eat shellfish and even coral, but prefer 
to dine on fish, shrimp, and squid. They are gray-brown 

and have distinctive tail fins that can be up to one-fourth 
their total length. Unlike most other sharks, nurses are 

smooth to the touch.

 

Nurse Tiger

Bonnet Head
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MEASURE THE SHARK!

Tip of the 
Rostrum to the: Measurement (cm)

First Dorsal

Second Dorsal

Pre-Caudal Peduncle

Total Length

Girth

1. What is the largest internal organ in the shark’s body? What purpose does it serve?

2. How do the gills function in respiration?

3. What advantages does a cartilaginous skeleton have over a bony skeleton?


